
The Iceman Cometh-1973: Heeeeeeeere's Hickey … and he's here to help! 
 
While I don't cover much of the plot in this long film, I concentrate upon the philosophy 
that underpins why a bunch of drunks are sitting around a bar, in 1912 New York, waiting 
for their friend, Hickey, to arrive. To some extent, that may spoil the film experience, so 
if you'd rather see the film first, then read no further. 
 

*** 
 
When I saw this 1973 film in the seventies, I thought it was an interesting, if long-
winded, exposition about the evils of alcohol addiction and sloth, and not much else. 
Being in my early thirties then, y'see, I was more interested in less depressing topics.  
 
Recently, however, I obtained a DVD and decided to have another look. When I finished 
I realized, of course, that the play is indeed much, much more than my first, immature 
assessment. In fact, as I watched, it became very clear to me that the whole play is an 
allegory that plays – no pun intended - with the biblical John the Baptist, The Last 
Supper, and the betrayal by Judas Iscariot.  
 
Intrigued by those thoughts, I searched the internet for O'Neill biographies (as I knew 
next to nothing about him) because I had an idea that O'Neill had been a Catholic who'd 
rebelled and that he had fully intended his play to satirize those religious icons. Various 
search results confirmed O'Neill's religious background and his rejection of Catholicism 
while the following, from another online source, supports the idea of a religious 
underpinning for the play: 
 

 "The Iceman Cometh, the most complex and perhaps the finest of the O'Neill 
tragedies, followed in 1939, although it did not appear on Broadway until 1946. 
Laced with subtle religious symbolism, the play is a study of man's need to cling 
to his hope for a better life, even if he must delude himself to do so." 

 
So, yes, the play is about a lot of drunken loafers in various stages of despair, but they all 
represent the status of humanity, according to O'Neill: besotted by its own self-delusion 
and self-pity. 
 
Consider Hickey (Lee Marvin, in a truly great performance) as a modern rendition of the 
biblical John: the quintessential salesman, the sharp-talking shark who can tear you to 
pieces verbally, and the man who has the message that will save you. Yes, you twelve! 
You drunken bums, sitting on your asses twenty-four-seven, drowning yourselves in your 
collective delusions. Forget your pipe-dreams, says Hickey, stand up for yourselves, on 
your own feet, and get out there and face the world, the new world that is dawning for 
each, if only you would act! But first, you must give up the first, and maybe worst, 
crutch: booze. Because, continues Hickey, I've seen the light and I've given up drinking – 
ah, well, except for the odd, important and festive occasion, y'know....  
 



So what could be more important than a birthday party for Harry Hope (Frederic March), 
the bar owner without hope, who hasn't stepped outside since his wife died twenty years 
earlier?  He and the other eleven men in that bar have been waiting and waiting – as they 
do, twice each year - for Hickey to come and lavish his eloquence (and drinking money, 
of course) upon them all.  
 
So, Hickey delivers, and then some, by convincing them all, except Larry Slade (Robert 
Ryan in his best-ever performance), in a moving - literally and figuratively - tirade during 
and after that Last Supper that Hickey will ever attend at this bar. Why the last? Because 
Hickey has an unsavory secret that shocks them all (except Larry) to the core when he is 
forced to reveal it and, in doing so, they all (except Larry again) reject Hickey's promise 
of personal salvation. Hence, when Hickey meets his fate with the law, as did the biblical 
John, and the bums go back to their booze and their delusions, Larry is the only one to 
realize that he can no longer remain on "the grandstand of philosophical detachment" and 
must act now according to his convictions. 
 
Ironically, Larry's decision seals the fate of Don Paritt (a very young Jeff Bridges), a 
thoroughly unlikable coward and betrayer of lost causes. Lacking true courage to initiate 
the action to atone for his crime, Don beseeches Larry to decide for him, with the 
inevitable result. And, as Larry savors his new found "freedom", such as it is, he looks 
through the window, and specifically away from his one-time drinking partners who are 
all now busily, once again, deluding themselves with drink. 
 
As the epitome of a modernity that rejects religion, Lee Marvin says it all, with 
consummate skill and panache; only Robert Ryan's Larry (O'Neill's alter ego), perhaps as 
a counterpoint to the biblical Peter, sees Hickey's message for what it truly is – a rejection 
of that "opium of the masses" as Karl Marx opined - and finally decides to act for 
himself. The other ten 'apostles' at the bar are lost souls because it's sufficient for O'Neill, 
in my opinion, that Larry finally woke up; the rest of the world can live in Hell. 
 
What's missing – or, rather, who's missing – from this whole play is, of course, a Christ-
figure. Again, given O'Neill's view of religion as a delusion, that is entirely fitting.  
 
In addition to the four main leads, the other nine barflies are: Bradford Dillman as Willie 
Oban; Sorrell Brooke as Hugo Kalmar (who also appeared in the same role in the 1960 
version); Martyn Green as Cecil Lewis; Moses Gunn as Joe Mott; Clifton James as Pat 
McGloin; John McLiam as Jimmy Tomorrow; Stephen Pearlman as Chuck Morelo; Tom 
Pedi as Rocky Pioggi (who also appeared in the1960 version as Rocky); and George 
Voskovec as Piet Wetjoen. Without a doubt, all of the actors performed to the peak, I 
think, of their prowess.  
 
The setting – all in one long, dark and moody bar – the directing from Frankenheimer, the 
photography that uses long takes and medium closeups throughout, the production 
standards, all add up to an experience that is only rarely presented. Highly recommended 
for all theatre and cinema buffs. 
 



Rating: 9 
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